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 Dear students! In this unit will see in detail about the early modern world history. However, 

this handout comprises the Consolidation of Industrial Capitalism in modern Europe and the 

English Revolution. The other parts of the unit will be available to you in the subsequent 

handouts. My beloved students! Take caution and keep yourself and your family from the 

Coronavirus. Since you are the sons and daughters of the country and of course, heirs of the 

current generation, your motherland, above all things, needs your health and survival. I have 

a great hope that I will get you back healthy both physically and mentally.                                                 

                    Industrial Capitalism and the Western World  

8.1. Consolidation of Capitalism in Modern Europe  

 The consolidation of capitalism in modern Europe was attributed to the change in the 

manufacturing methods.  

- There was the usage of machines instead of manual works.  

- People began to work in factories, abandoning the old tradition of working at home.  

- There was the invention of machines that driven by steam engines or water power.  

- Steel and iron were begun to be made in a better way than before.  

- The introduction of steam locomotive and steam boat helped the enhancing of 

communication system.  

 New inventions of the 18
th

 and early19
th

 centuries that facilitated the consolidation of 

industrial capitalism in western Europe listed as follows:-  
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- The Spinning Jenny was invented by Hargreaves in 1765.  

- Richard Ark Wright invented another spinning machine in 1771.  

- In 1769, James Watt invented steam engine. 

- Coal replaced wood.  

- The first steam locomotive was built by Richard Trevithick of England in 1804.  

- In 1829, George Stephenson of England developed the first successful rail-way locomotive.  

- In 1807, the first steamboat was built by Robert Fulton of the USA.  

- The first commercial rail-way worked between Stockton and Darlington in Britain in 1825.  

 One of the major outcomes of the consolidation of industrial capitalism was the creation of 

two classes, namely, the industrial bourgeoisie and the factory workers or the proletariat.  

- The owners of the factory buildings belonged to the bourgeois class.  

- The proletariats were categorized into the working class.  

 There was a substantial difference between the industrial bourgeoisie and the proletariat.  

- The proletariats received low payments and they were vulnerable to unemployment.  

- The bourgeoisie, on the other hand, were getting richer and richer.  

- There were strict rules and regulations in the factories for the proletariat and they were 

obliged to work for more than eight hours. 

8.2. The English Revolution  

 The root cause of the English Revolution includes social, economic, constitutional and 

religious developments that had took place in the English state.  

 The emperors, James I (r.1603-1625) and his successor, Charles’ I (r.1625-1649) attempt 

of imposing the Anglican liturgy in Scotland was the catalyst for the eruption of the English 

revolution.  
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 Following the death of Queen Elizabeth I (r.1558-1603) of the English Tudor dynasty in 

1603, James I of the Scottish Stuart dynasty came to power.  

 James I and Charles I enjoyed the support of those who recognized their divine power and 

autocratic rights.  

 The monarchs were hated by the English Catholics and the Scotland Presbyterian Church, for 

they were advocators of the Anglican Church.  

 It was from the Puritans (the English protestants) that the monarchs faced a strong 

opposition.  

- The Puritans cried out for reforms within the Anglican Church.  

 In addition to this, merchants, ship-owners and other sections of the English society, who 

were supporters of the Puritans, expressed their discontent over the imposition of heavy 

new taxes upon them by the Stuart kings.   

 The Stuart kings were also encountered opposition from the parliament, for they 

undermined the parliament and ruled by their own.  

- The Puritans who began to dominate the parliament disfavored the Stuart kings.  

- The Stuart rulers were also considered by the English people as foreigners and thereby they 

were extremely hated.  

 The source of quarrel between Charles I and the parliament are mentioned hereunder:-  

- Charles I refused to sign the Petition of Rights, which included a list of parliamentary 

demands.  

- He was also ignored the parliament and ruled solely from 1628 until 1640.  

 As a result of Charles’s I one man rule, a widespread opposition rose against him by the 

English people and the Scottish Presbyterians.  

- Ultimately, Charles was compelled to call the parliament in 1640.  

 The Puritans propagated against Charles I in the parliament and thereby he attempted to 

incarcerate them in 1642.   
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- Charles’ I attempt of imprisoning of the Puritan leaders led to the outburst of what came to 

be known as the English Bourgeois Revolution which lasted until 1649.  

 The major outcomes of the revolution were the victory of parliament over Charles I and 

the death of the king in 1649.  

 Following the end of the civil war, England became a republic.  

 It was a man called Oliver Cromwell who led the victorious English army against 

Charles I.  

- Soon afterwards, Oliver Cromwell suppressed subsequent oppositions that broke out in 

Scotland and Ireland.  

- Cromwell emerged as the vanguard of England from 1649 until 1658.  

- He took the title “Lord Protector” of England. 

 The monarchy was restored by the parliament in 1660.  

- The two England rulers, Charles II (r. 1660-1685) and James II (r.1685-1688) attempted to 

become absolute monarchs, and thereby they were ousted from power by the parliament 

without any bloodshed. The English people acclaimed to this “the Glorious Revolution.”  

- The Glorious Revolution was started in 1688 and lasted until 1689.  

- The parliament for the second time emerged victorious.  

- The parliament ratified the Bill of Right which limited the powers of monarchy in 1689.   

 


